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More than 66 million acres compose the state of Colorado and, today, roughly
half of this total is leveraged for agriculture. The financial impact is just as large
—agriculture in Colorado employs nearly 200,000 people and annually
contributes 47 billion dollars to the state's economy (Colorado Department of
Agriculture, 2019).
Agriculture is a rewarding vocation. It is also a difficult one.
The challenges in modern-day agriculture are numerous and, at times,
overwhelming: from an aging population of legacy farmers to low-profit
margins to a dearth of succession plans to crises of mental health to a lack of
land access for beginning farmers to a decades-long decline in the number of
people of color (POC) farming to the effects of anthropogenic climate change—
severe droughts, historic flooding events and increasing soil aridity—answering
the call to feed one's communities is oftentimes undervalued and overly
burdensome.
Aside from the effects of limited land access, suitable mental-health resources,
rising global temperatures and society's tendency to undervalue its food and its
origins, another stiff headwind in the faces of farmers and ranchers today is the
consistent lack of available and skilled labor.

OVERVIEW
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Nowadays the need for imported labor is great and, for the current version
of the American agricultural system to sustain itself, some form of import
is required—either the food we eat or the labor to produce all of that food.
From fruit and vegetable farmers in California to dairy farmers in Wisconsin
to ranchers in Western states, one constant in agriculture is the consistent
call for labor.
A nationwide average shows two jobs available in agriculture for every one
chord with the National Young Farmers Coalition, whose members listed
“labor” as the third-largest challenge they faced in 2017 (Ackoff,
Bahrenburg, & Lusher Shute, 2017). More and more farmers and ranchers
are having to scale-back production, or retire from agriculture altogether,
because the physical help they need is not present (Duvall, 2017).
Economically, data from 2012 estimates that agricultural workforce
shortages across the U.S. resulted in a decrease in gross domestic product
(GDP) of more than $3 billion (Partnership for a New American Economy,
2015).
There are solutions: the utilization of the federal Temporary Agricultural
Workers program, or H-2A, has increased significantly over recent years—in
2018, more than 242,000 H-2A visas were issued nationwide (Wozniacka,
2019). That said, the H-2A program is not a one-size-fits-all solution to
agricultural labor shortages and there are a number of concerns.
In the worst-case scenarios, incidences of human-trafficking have been
reported, wages have been kept from workers and, though rare, guest
workers have died while working in extreme conditions (Wozniacka, 2019).
In less-dramatic scenarios, challenges of the H-2A program include the
financial and logistical costs to farmers as they must provide housing,
facilitate transportation and pay sick leave. Due to restrictive immigration
policies, guest workers—both H-2A workers and undocumented workers—
also live in a heightened state of anxiety, with a fear of being deported
while at work.

OVERVIEW

job applicant (CalAgJobs, 2018) and this ubiquitous issue is also striking a
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Factor-in the Covid-19 pandemic—a rapidly unfolding scenario and a reality
shifting the way many Americans think about where they get their food—
and farmers and ranchers in 2020 face a threshold of uncertainty not seen
in more than a generation.
As we write this, many producers are scrambling to adjust production plans
and demonstrate the food-safety practices they follow. Although it is yet
unclear how this global pandemic will affect agricultural labor, larger
initiatives, such as the abovementioned H-2A program, have essentially
country that lean heavily on immigrant workers.
Closer to home, the mountain-region states of Colorado, Nevada and Utah
lost 36.7% of their farm workers between 2002-2014—the second-highest
rate in the country (Partnership for a New American Economy, 2015).
This decline in efficient labor available to Western producers and growers
was the impetus for Rocky Mountain Farmers Union (RMFU) to hold several
listening sessions throughout Colorado and New Mexico in late 2017 and
early 2018 to seek feedback from farmers and ranchers on what could be
done to mitigate the burdensome issue of agricultural labor shortages.
These collaborative sessions culminated in the formation of a mobile farm
workforce (MFW) pilot project.

OVERVIEW

been halted for the 2020 season which will surely affect regions of the

Over the past two harvest seasons (September through mid-November) in
2018 and 2019, RMFU has collaborated with the Good Food Collective
(Durango) and UpRoot Colorado (Boulder/Carbondale) to establish and
coordinate two parallel MFW pilot programs: one in southwestern Colorado
and another along the northern Front Range (NFR).
This report shares both regional and combined insights from the 2019 pilots,
and refers to cumulative data spanning both years of the MFW pilot project
in its recommendations for future versions of the Workforce model.
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UpRoot Colorado (UpRoot) measurably reduces surplus agriculture in
Colorado, supports the economic stability of farmers and increases the
nutritional security of state residents. The lack of agricultural labor available
to Colorado’s producers is one reason protective foods remain unharvested
(i.e., surplus)—and unsold—on agricultural land in production in Colorado.
The 2019 MFW pilot along the NFR spanned 13 weeks—from September
through to Thanksgiving week—setting foot on seven farms across four
counties with a roster of 26 workforce members (the 2019 pilot did not
include any veterans) each of whom had at least one-year of either on-farm or
outdoor (e.g., landscaping) work experience.
Budget constraints forced the 2019 pilot to operate without van
transportation—leveraged in 2018 to pick up and drop off crew members from
a central location—increasing time spent coordinating logistics to get
workforce members to and from farms.
The NFR MFW pilot harvested approximately 125,000 pounds of commodity
(i.e., cash) crops—with an estimated market value greater than $350,000—
including lettuce, carrots, beets, onions, potatoes, multiple varieties of squash,
both decorative and pie pumpkins, and more than 10 acres of hemp.

NORTHERN
FRONT RANGE
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Additionally, the NFR MFW pilot performed duties ranging from weeding
to pulling drip tape and agricultural plastics, to the installation and
removal of t-posts, to harvesting and tying decorative corn stalks, to
bailing hay, to painting farm sheds and performing season-end field clean
ups.
The workforce and its coordinator collectively contributed roughly 2,400
working hours over the 2019 pilot, travelling nearly 6,000 total miles.

Data points: 2019 MFW pilot | Northern Front Range
7 farms
4 counties
$16/hr. cost to farmer per Workforce member
$14/hr. rate paid to each Workforce member*
$22.50/hr. rate paid to coordinator via the budgets of RMFU and
UpRoot Colorado (weekly hours > 37.5 were donated as in-kind)
1,538.61 hours worked (Workforce only, cumulative)

NFR

13 weeks (Sept - Nov)

$26,897.84 billable hours (Workforce only, cumulative)
~125,000 lbs. of commodity (i.e., cash) crops harvested
>$350,000 in retail value
Miles traveled: ~6,000 (Workforce & coordinator, cumulative)
Fuel costs: ~$750.00 (Workforce & coordinator, cumulative)
Carbon offsets: 2,044 lbs of CO2e
Carbon offset cost: $10.20
Coordinator project hours, total: 818.50
Coordinator project hours, in-kind: 342.75
*Hemp harvesting/processing at The Golden Hoof-Longmont paid Workforce $20/hr.
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Participating farms and organizations
Acres Farm (Lakewood)
Aspen Moon Farm (Hygiene)
Cottonwood Farms (Lafayette)
Kilt Farm (Longmont)
New West Genetics (Ft. Collins)
The Golden Hoof / Colorado Cultivars (Longmont)
Zephyros Farm & Garden (Paonia)

Workforce members
Malena I. Ordnung

Cameron Mohseni

Matthew Kinneberg

Carmen Lucero

Maya Velasco

Christina Jensen

Mica Button

David Laskarzewski (Coordinator)

Rachel Moheban

Ethan Shillington

Ryan Greycheck

Guillaume Keller

Valerie Peterson

Jason Ribble

William "Kipp" Nash

Jessi Burg (Pears to Perennials)

Zachary Kennison

Jessica Stensland
Jorge Ortega
Kailey Littlehorn
Kaydee Snodgress
Korey Littlehorn
Landon Sheaffer
Lasha Guillen
Lexy Timmermans
Maggie Brown

NFR

Annie Pevear
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Agriculture in southwestern (SW) Colorado is a mix of small-scale (i.e., 1-5
acre) diversified operations that sell in a regional, direct-to-market model as
well as large-scale ranching operations or dryland farming.
Farmers, on average, report a modest annual income of $27,546 (Region 9
Economic Development District of Southwest Colorado, 2017), which falls well
below the region’s cost-of-living threshold. Cash flow and available funds to
support full-time, hired staff are often not available and the size of each
operation lends towards a lack of capacity and/or resources to both qualify for
and support opportunities like the H-2A Temporary Agricultural Employment
of Foreign Workers program (H-2A).
The Good Food Collective (GFC) exists to strengthen the regional food system
in southwestern Colorado through its efforts to address food security, both
food justice and equity and support the regional-food economy. The three
focus areas of the GFC are: i.) food recovery; ii.) farmer support; and iii.)
regional convening.
Developed in response to the expressed needs of farmers and ranchers, and
adaptive to changing needs, the MFW project falls within GFC’s "farmer
support" focus area.

SOUTHWESTERN
COLORADO
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On the local level, the GFC trained and oversaw four individuals (all with
previous agricultural experience) who responded to farmers’ labor needs
from late September to early November.
Training included safely handling produce in accordance with the Food
Safety Modernization Act (FSMA), as well as general on-farm safety.
Hands-on training for Workforce members was minimal, but their
flexibility and adaptability, along with their previous work experience,
meant that they could adjust and learn from each producer as well.
Workforce members were paid a living wage of $13.50/hour and were also
paid for travel time, both of which Workforce members said was “critical.”
(La Plata County Thrive, 2020)

The GFC is committed to paying workers a regionally-calibrated living
wage; GFC's financial baseline was simply to cover cost. This model would
not necessarily appeal to a for-profit entity as the potential exists to miss
out on profits in bumper-crop years or as the Workforce gains skill and
efficiency.

Data points: 2019 MFW pilot | Southwestern Colorado
3 farms
Montezuma County
6 weeks (Sept - Nov)
Full-day and half-day rates available to farmers and ranchers
$13.50/hr. rate paid to each unskilled workforce member
$15.00/hr. rate paid to coordinator via the budgets of RMFU and GFC

SW CO

In 2019, the SW MFW operated on a cost basis rather than a piece basis.

SW CO
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Participating farms and organizations
Fenceline Cider (Mancos)
Guy Drew Vineyards (Cortez)
Mountain Roots Produce, LLC (Mancos)

Workforce members
Annika Fae
Beverly Shade
Jen Repede
Megan Davey (Coordinator)
Ted Packard

SW CO

Rachel Landis (Director)
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2019 STATS
13
750

2019 MFW Hours
Worked, by Farm

500

250

0

Montezuma
21.4%

2019 Participating
Farms, by County
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2019 Workforce
Composition

2019 STATS

Men
40%

Women
60%

Non-veterans
100%

Workforce Makeup;
Veteran Presence
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A survey distributed via email was shared with participating
farmers and Workforce members following the completion of
the 2019 MFW pilot.
"We were able to get a few people on a continuing basis for our fall
season; more for peak work days.” - Farmer
"Great experience and exposure to a new crop for me: hemp. Met
some great, hardworking people and good to connect with the
earth again." - Workforce member
"Responsive, hard-working, engaged and reliable ... what more could I
ask for?" - Owner, agricultural-based business
"I love working outdoors. Met a lot of cool people through this.
The work is hard - there's no doubt about that - but very
rewarding." - Workforce member

FEEDBACK
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"The response time and ability to mobilize a workforce on short notice was
key."
" ... having a reliable crew who showed up as scheduled."

CONS
"... more timely reporting on where we were with hours used."
"More workers, but our requests were most always last-minute."

1

0.75

Workforce rating
NFR MFW experience:
1 (poor) to 5
(excellent)

0.5

0.25

0

1

2

3

4

5

FEEDBACK: FARMERS

PROS

FEEDBACK: WORKFORCE
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PROS
"The best part of my experience with the MFW was having the opportunity
to very quickly be a part of something making a difference, to learn on
the job right away, teamwork and the good vibes that come along with
working with and for Nature and others who appreciate it too."
"This was my favorite job in Durango. I love doing physical, productive
work. It was beautiful weather, [we] got to help the farmers, and got to
see so many parts of the county. Gathering food. It was everything that
is important to me."
"Helping out small farms in the area ... contributing to sustainable
agriculture."
"The great people I had a chance to work with."

"The flexibility of the job was perfect for me. Also, it was a pleasure
to work with others who were passionate about the food system and
a great learning experience to work at different farms each week."

CONS
"Better communication from farmers around when workers were needed."
"Dave did an incredible job keeping us updated on the schedule but some
things were last minute, which was fine for me but I can see that this
would be hard for others. Also, transportation: especially for those who
do not have it. It is such a great opportunity for those looking for
summer work so it would be great to make it more accessible! I hope you
find funding for it!."
"It'd be great to see the MFW in action for the whole season!"
"Every farm needs to have a bathroom available!"

FEEDBACK: WORKFORCE
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5

4

3

Workforce rating NFR
MFW experience: 1 (poor)
to 5 (excellent)

2

1

0

1

2
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No longer in Colorado
14.3%

Yes
14.3%

Workforce (NFR)
interested in
participating in
the 2020 pilot

Possibly
71.4%
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RMFU provided $8,000 in financial support for both pilots in Colorado: the
MFW in southwestern Colorado and the MFW along the northern Front Range
(NFR). The Good Food Collective and UpRoot Colorado also contributed both
financially and via in-kind hours.
RMFU also provided logistical support in the form of invoice processing (i.e., the
fulfillment of both Workforce timesheets and the coordinator's timesheets) for
the NFR MFW pilot.
UpRoot leveraged the platform GlobalGiving to generate $3,843 towards the
2019 NFR MFW pilot to help fund the coordinator role; the NFR MFW
coordinator was paid at an hourly rate of $22.50, with hours worked in excess of
37.5 per week donated as in kind. UpRoot also funded the cost of advertising
Workforce positions, fuel costs for the NFR MFW coordinator, filtered water for
the Workforce and carbon offsets for mileage traveled during the pilot
(coordinator).
The coordinator in southwestern Colorado was paid at the hourly rate of $15.00.
The following pages offer overviews, in spreadsheet formats, of financial
incomes and expenditures of RMFU.

FINANCIALS

FINANCIALS
20

FINANCIALS
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2021 -

COLORADO
AGRICULTURAL
SERVICES
COOPERATIVE

24

Colorado Agricultural Services Cooperative
Colorado's farming and ranching families routinely face severe challenges
to their businesses, farms and family lives. Over the past two years, in
particular, farmers have been impacted by low prices, loss of markets,
limited market access and labor shortages. With the advent of Covid-19,
scores of food businesses are on the brink of bankruptcy and culinary and
food-service workers are unemployed. Solutions are needed to secure a
stable, equitable and food-safe future for Colorado’s family farms and
ranches and independent food businesses, workers and consumers.
As a result of two years of field testing a “Mobile Farm Workforce” with
domestic workers—and as a result of recent job losses among culinary
workers due to the Covid-19 pandemic—we believe that additional
planning and development for a statewide farm and food workforce is
warranted.
We propose initiating four “Farm & Food Workforce” field crews in the
agricultural communities of Montezuma-La Plata Counties, Delta County,
Pueblo-Otero Counties, and Adams-Boulder-Larimer-Weld Counties for the
2020 produce harvest season—starting in August—and one food processing
crew at a to-be-determined location.
RMFU, GFC and UpRoot are working to develop a year-round agriculturalservices cooperative and workforce-development program aimed at
providing timely and professional services to Colorado’s farm and ranch
families and businesses.
Members of the cooperative will be individuals and/or businesses which
provide essential agricultural services within the state of Colorado. Services
may include—but will not be limited to—skilled and unskilled (i.e.,
apprentices) farm and ranch labor, farm planning, farm apprenticeships,
food processing, food-safety planning, consultation in soil health, sheep
shearing, marketing and graphic design, bookkeeping and accounting,
grant writing, legal services and mental health services.

25

Now is an opportune moment to structure the Farm & Food Workforce
(FFW) as the first “pool” in a professional-services worker-owned
cooperative that provides on-demand labor and supportive services to
Colorado's family farmers and ranchers, offering members of our
communities, whose vocations are to feed people, with efficient and
reliable resources to help their businesses realize a baseline of financial
stability—and, perhaps, even flourish—thereby laying the groundwork for
a more holistic and resilient food system in Colorado.

CO AG-SERVICES CO-OP

Members will include rural and urban populations (i.e., anyone with an
interest in sustainable agriculture), veterans, former restaurant workers,
refugees and formerly incarcerated individuals—approved by the
founding Board of Directors—who will contribute both one-time and
annual membership fees. (It is possible that cooperative clients could
become eligible for co-op membership and that their benefit would be
discounted and/or services prioritized.)
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COLORADO
AGRICULTURAL
SERVICES CO-OP
Lack of Production Knowledge / Apprenticeships
5%
Access to Processing Facilities
10%

Access to Affordable Land
25%

Lack of Available Market Channels
15%

Lack of State-level Policy
5%
Access to Consulting Services
5%
Lack of Available Skilled Labor
35%

What are the most pressing needs facing
Colorado farmers and ranchers today?

Source: Good Food Collective; UpRoot

2020-'21 BUDGET
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DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTIONS /
FARM & FOOD
WORKFORCE
PILOT PROGRAM
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RMFU, GFC and UpRoot have engaged in multiple conversations
with the Director Dean Williams and members of his staff at the
Colorado Department of Corrections since the fall of 2019,
collaborating to extend the Workforce pilot to include current
residents of a minimum-security facility in Delta County.
Colorado's recidivism rate is at 50 percent (50%)—one of the highest
of any state in the country—which is 10 points higher than the
national average.
The average age of a farmer in Colorado is 57 years old, and the
average age of a beginning producer (<10 years' experience) is 46.3
years old. The average age of a farmer who has served in the military
is 67.9 years old (USDA NASS, 2017 Census of Agriculture).
These stats may read as unrelated.
However, there's an opportunity to offer individuals a second chance
by introducing farm work as a viable vocation, one that provides for
the common good, as well as a pathway to opportunities for
personal and professional growth and respect.
Further, the Black/White disparity in the Colorado DOC system is
7.3:1 (U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2016). Conversely, in the United
States, 3.2 million producers are white, or 95 percent of the U.S. total.
RMFU, GFC, farmers in Delta County, Colorado State University,
Colorado Evaluation and Action Lab, experts in the practice of
Restorative Justice and UpRoot have combined on a proposal to the
Colorado Department of Corrections (DOC) to pilot a Workforce that
includes offering a basic agricultural curriculum—dryland farming,
produce farming, ranching—to, initially, selected individuals at the
DOC minimum-security facility in Delta County.

WORKFORCE: DOC PILOT

Colorado Department of Corrections Workforce Pilot
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The Colorado Lab’s mission is improving the lives of Colorado
residents by partnering with state and local governments to
strengthen coordinated and efficient person-centered
services. Led by Dr. Kristin Klopfenstein, the Colorado Lab takes a
360-degree view of problems, focusing on the needs of the whole
person.
Dr. Klopfenstein will lead the effort to build a sustainable model in
the following ways:
1. Articulate the essential elements of the intervention in the
steady state (after the program is fully ramped up), then build a
logic model supported by the best-available literature to explain
the theory of change to funders.
2. Scope-out Phase 1 implementation, including i.) determining
participant-screening criteria and recruitment processes; ii)
farmer-screening criteria and recruitment processes; and iii)
community outreach and education.
3. Defining and broadly scoping-out later phases of
implementation necessary to get to the steady state as defined in
1. (above).
4. Identifying potential metrics of success at each point in the
logic model and building processes to start data collection.
Colorado State University
With the support, guidance and approval of the Office of Planning
and Analysis, and in collaboration with the Colorado Lab, the pilot
will work with faculty and graduate students from Colorado State
University (CSU) to create and implement evaluation parameters.

WORKFORCE-DOC PILOT

Colorado Evaluation and Action Lab (Colorado Lab)
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Restorative Justice
The pilot will incorporate restorative-justice practices, leveraging
talking circles or other proven tools with individuals from, first, DOC
facilities and then within the greater community. In addition to
specific talking-circle practices, all actions during the pilot process
will be undertaken in a way that prioritizes relationships and
ensures respectful communication, equal voice and shared agency
in determining outcomes.
The coordinators propose working with the DOC and Lindsey
Pointer, PhD, and/or Shannon Sliva, PhD, to install elements of
restorative-justice into the pilot to foster human relationships and
pathways to healing while increasing the model's resiliency.

WORKFORCE-DOC PILOT

Led by Dr. Joshua Sbicca, Associate Professor of Sociology at CSU,
the on-the-ground documentation, data collection and evaluation of
the DOC Workforce pilot will require engaging with participants at
all levels before, during and after the pilot to determine successes,
challenges and future opportunities.

WORKFORCE-DOC PILOT
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The Mobile Farm Workforce (MFW) pilot project has operated in parallel
across two different regions of Colorado for two harvest seasons (20182019).
The pilot has largely proven that the need exists for supplemental and ondemand efficient labor in the agricultural sector.
Over the past two harvest seasons, the MFW pilot harvested ~750,000
pounds of commodity crops with a market value of more than $1.5 million,
and the pilot has only scratched the surface of what's possible.
As Year 3 of the Workforce is already underway, we are concurrently
taking a deep dive into data to develop a viable economic model and
business plan for a future cooperative, including fundraising efforts to
expand this year's Workforce pilot(s) as well as to finance the
development of the cooperative's economic model and business plan.
The agriculture industry is changing rapidly and now, more than ever, our
communities are paying attention to, and concerned about, where their
food originates.

CONCLUSION
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American farmers and ranchers are expected to produce enough to
support the agricultural economy but the gap in labor needs
prohibits many from doing so. Over the last 150 years, the American
economy has drastically shifted, outsourcing a large portion of our
food sources.

Today, less than two percent (2%) of the population in the United
States works in agriculture (Klein & Locke, 2014).
This project is an effort to reshape and reframe our local and
regional food systems. By making it feasible for growers and
producers to fulfill and continue to grow to their production
potentials, and/or to market demands, and supporting them in their
efforts to realize financial stability, the ideal of a holistic,
economically just and localized Colorado food system becomes a
real possibility.
The 2019 MFW Pilot was successful in: i.) providing meaningful work
opportunities for locally-based, food-systems oriented community
members; ii.) providing farmers, producers and orchard owners with
critical labor and equipment when needed; and iii.) mitigating
landowner risk and administrative burden by housing those
functions in a Workforce-structure independent of farms and
ranches.
Moving forward, this pilot initiative welcomes current statewide
efforts to work together cooperatively in our common efforts to
better support Colorado's farms and ranches and the well-being of
its local food systems.

CONCLUSION

In 1840, nearly seventy percent ( 70%) of the American population
was involved in agriculture.
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MEGAN DAVEY | Degree Candidate, Masters in Environmental
Management Program, Western Colorado University
Megan is a recent graduate of the Masters in Environmental Management
program at Western Colorado University, where she studied regional food
systems. She is passionate about high-altitude food production and
regenerating our current food system in more holistic and equitable ways.
She currently helps operate a small diversified vegetable farm with her
partner in Mancos, Colorado. When she's not out in the fields, you’ll often
find Megan exploring in the mountains or in the desert (depending on the
season) with her dog and soulmate, Penny.

DAN HOBBS | Farmer / Lead Co-op Development Specialist, RMFU
A fifth-generation Coloradan, Dan is a first-generation farmer. At age 17 he
lived with the Guarani Indians of Paraguay where he got hooked on
working with the soil and with people in agricultural communities. After
earning a degree in Latin American studies, he began apprenticing on
farms in New Mexico in the summer of 1990. Today he is co-owner of Hobbs
& Meyer Farms in Avondale, Colorado, as well as the lead organizer of both
the Arkansas Valley Organic Growers Cooperative and the Tap Root
Cooperative.

TEAM BIOS
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RACHEL LANDIS | Director, The Good Food Collective

DAVID LASKARZEWSKI | Co-director, UpRoot Colorado
Dave was on the organizing team for Feeding the 5000 Front Range
and is co-organizer of Food-1-1, a statewide coalition working to reduce
food waste in Colorado. Before helping to organize UpRoot, he worked
with purpose-driven organizations and startups writing content and
implementing creative and social media strategies. Dave has a B.A. in
English from Fairfield University and has completed post-graduate
programs at both The Creative Circus in Atlanta and BDW in Boulder.
Dave was an RMFU Fellow in 2018.

PATRICIA MARTINEZ | Accountant, RMFU
Trish is a General Ledger (GL) accountant at Rocky Mountain Farmers
Union (RMFU) who, among her many duties at RMFU that include math,
organizational skills and helping to keep the lights on, ensures that
Workforce invoices are processed promptly and correctly! Trish holds a
B.A. in Accounting from Regis University.

TEAM BIOS

Rachel's current charge is to positively impact and strengthen the food
systems of both Montezuma and La Plata counties as the director of
the Good Food Collective (GFC), which is also addressing food security,
food justice and equity. In 2020, Rachel was relected to a second
three-year term, representing District 3 (Durango), on the La Plata
Electric Association Board of Directors. Prior to working to better her
community in her current roles, Rachel was the Executive Director of
the Fort Lewis College Environmental Center.
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It is with profound sadness that we share
news that Bill Stevenson, our friend,
colleague and mentor, passed on June 14,
2020.
Bill directed all aspects of RMFU’s
Cooperative Development Center. Based
in Denver and serving the tri-state region
of Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming,
the Center provides resources for
innovative cooperative responses to
economic and social opportunities in the
Rocky Mountain West.

BILL STEVENSON, J.D., MDiv

Under Bill’s leadership, the Center assisted
in the development and support of more
than 100 cooperatives and other
businesses and organizations, helped to
create or sustain hundreds of jobs and
raised millions of dollars in capital to
support their operations.

IN MEMORIAM
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A graduate of Cornell University, Bill was general counsel and senior
vice president of communications and senior vice president of
marketing for various periods during his tenure at the National Farmers
Union property and casualty companies from 1983 until 2008, where he
became familiar with cooperative organizations and their operations.
Bill also served as chair of the National Farmers Union Foundation from
2009 to 2013. He was a champion of the Mobile Farm Workforce pilot
project because he was a champion of the dignity and success of
smallholder and family farmers and ranchers here in Colorado. Really,
though, you could say in the Mountain West and wherever agriculture
and stewardship are practiced.
Most of all, Bill was a champion of people. He steadfastly saw the best in
everyone almost as if it were his vocation, leveraging his virtues of
kindness, humility, wisdom and intelligence with every step he took.
Believing in others and what they can achieve is hard work and, yet, Bill
did it with joy, lifting up everyone he met and helping them to feel
important and cared for while inviting them to always believe that
anything is possible.
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The 2019 MFW pilot would not have taken place without the
human, intellectual, social and financial capital of many generous
individuals, including ...
Danna Schultz

Adrian Card

David Laskarzewski

Alan Schmidt

Erin Dreistadt

Alex Zeidner

Ethan Shillington

Alice Starek

Ethan Welty

Alyssa Burke

Felipe Luisi

Amelia Greacen

Ferghal O'Regan

Amelia Hulbert

Francis M. Laskarzewski

Andrew Sturtz

Guillaume Keller

Angie Staley

Halle Zander

Annie Pevear

Hallie Jaeger

Annika Fae

Harriet Carpenter

Audrey Nash

Hillary Larson

Ben & Pam Rainbolt

Jason Griffith

Beverly Shade

Jason Ribble

Bill Stevenson JD, MDiv

Jeffrey Zander

Bob Condon

Jen Repede

Brian Coppom

Jesse & Julie Low

Cameron Mohseni

Jessi Burg (Pears to Perennials)

Carmen Lucero

Jessica Stensland

Catherine Russell

Jim F. O'Leary

Christina Jensen

John Berlejung

Ciara Low

John Brett

Cindy Smyrl

Jorge Ortega

Corinne Albro

Joshua W. Olsen

Courtlyn Carpenter

Kailey Littlehorn

Dan Hobbs

Kaydee Snodgress

Daniel Woolley

Kendall Ankeny Reiley

WITH GRATITUDE

Adam Fenton

Please forgive any omissions, and email your involvement to: dave@uprootcolorado.org
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Sarah Meade

Korey Littlehorn

Sean Needle

Landon Sheaffer

Shelley Westphal

Lasha Guillen

Susan Shaer

Laura Terpenning

Ted Packard

Lexy Timmermans

Theresa Snow

Mackenzie Marcus

Therese Brownfield

Maggie Brown

Tristram Stuart

Malena I. Ordnung

Turner O. Wyatt

Mandy Magill

Valerie Peterson

Margaret Littleton

Vanessa Mortillo

Marilyn Bay Drake

Wendy Moschetti

Mark Russell

William "Kipp" Nash

Matthew Kinneberg

Zachary Kennison

Maya Velasco
Megan Davey
Mica Button
Michael Moss
Michele Diamond
Michele Parker
Mike Spade
Nathan Lee-Ammons
Patricia Martinez
Patrisha Rogers
Paula Gillen
Rachel Kiriakos
Rachel Landis
Rachel Moheban
Rich Fletcher
Richard Murphy
Ryan Greycheck
Ryan Sampson
Sandra Baca

WITH GRATITUDE

Kevin Amirehsani

i.

Links
The following links will help the reader to view the budgetary spreadsheets
included in this report more easily and in more detail, with an option to
download each file.

2019 Mobile Farm Workforce Financial Structure: Southwestern Colorado, Cost
Basis
2019 Mobile Farm Workforce Financials: Northern Front Range: RMFU

2019 Mobile Farm Workforce Financials: Northern Front Range: RMFU: 2-year

2020-'21 Farm & Food Workforce: Budget

2020-'21 DOC-Workforce: Project Budget
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